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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the concept of multiple perspectives to
enhance collaboration by allowing remote participants to tailor
their views, user-interfaces and roles to their particular needs and
expertise. It describes a preliminary design study conducted on
users of a collaborative CAVE-based virtual reality tool for
visualizing oceanographic data. Results will focus on the patterns
of activity within this environment, in particular the manner in
which participants transition between individual and group work
during the course of a collaborative session.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the real world, individuals who are trying to solve a common
problem gather (in workshops, for example) in the hopes that their
combined experiences and expertise will contribute new
perspectives and solutions to the problem. In most collaborative
and immersive virtual environments (CVEs) to-date, the default
assumption has been to display the collaborative world in the
same way to all its participants. We believe that by employing
multiple perspectives and in particular by encouraging role-
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specialization, collaborators will be able to solve problems more
effectively in CVEs. The following two examples will help
motivate this concept:
•

In a collaborative industrial design application, an
engineer may be collaborating with an artist. They may
be collaborating on the design of a new office chair. The
artist can manipulate the design using tools that are
specifically tailored for his/her expertise, such as
interactive sculpting tools. Simultaneously the engineer
can evaluate the impact of such design changes in terms
of material stress and strain.

•

In the context of scientific visualization we envision a
potential application of multiple perspectives in the
visualization of multi-dimensional data-sets. Here a large
number of dimensions may be partitioned across
multiple viewers to assist in reducing the overall
complexity of the content being visualized. The
challenge is in providing the necessary interface to
support this collaboration while minimizing the
confusion and additional cognitive load that may result
from having to coordinate the activity of multiple
viewers all simultaneously viewing disparate parts of
the data-set.

This paper describes our application of multiple perspectives to
collaborative virtual environments with a special focus on
scientific visualization. CAVE6D (Figure 1) is a collaborative
CAVE-based visualization tool for exploring multivariate
oceanographic data sets. In this case the data being visualized is a
simulation of tidal patterns in the Chesapeake Bay. A unique
feature of CAVE6D, as compared to other CVE visualization
tools, is its ability to allow participants to customize their views
while working collaboratively. Hence even though the participants
are all viewing the same data-set they are seeing the data from

all the users see and share the same information and interface.
Often this sharing results in users operating the interface
sequentially. WYSIWIS can however be relaxed so that individual
users possess the ability to configure their shared users interface
to best suit their working needs, either group needs or personal
needs. These kinds of tools are termed collaboration-aware[9].
Gutwin et al [3] describe techniques such as Action Indicators and
Process Feedthrough, to highlight actions made by collaborators,
as a means to enhance group awareness during the use of tools that
are collaboration-aware.
In VR, the use of multiple perspectives is fairly recent and sparse.
Stoakley introduced a non-collaborative system called Worlds in
Miniature (WIM) in which a user interacting with a virtual space
would be presented with two simultaneous views of the scene – a
first person view (egocentric view) and another miniature third
person view (exocentric view) [18]. The exocentric view afforded
gross manipulations and navigation of the scene whereas the
egocentric view afforded fine manipulation of objects in the scene.
A similar implementation is found in a collaborative architectural
layout system called CALVIN [10]. CALVIN introduced the
notion of Mortals and Deities. Mortals were participants in the
environment who would view and manipulate the world from an
egocentric perspective and interface. Deities would modify and
view the world from an exocentric perspective. CALVIN provided
decidedly different physical perspectives as well as through
different filters.
This paper will first present the concept of Multiple Perspectives
in the context of previous related work. It will describe a design
study to explore how users make use of multiple perspectives in a
collaborative scientific visualization system. Finally it will
highlight some of the observations, lessons learned, and ideas for
future exploration.

2. RELATED WORK
We define Multiple Perspectives as a broad term to encompass
multiple and possibly heterogeneous viewpoints, representations
and roles, that can be adopted within both a collaborative and noncollaborative context. The following describes related research in
the area.
A number of traditional Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) systems have implemented multiple perspectives in the
past. These include systems such as Colab, Rendezvous,
GroupKit, and Suite where shared objects can be viewed from
different perspectives, such as through public views that are
accessible to the entire group, or private views for personal use
[2][11][12][13][17].
The use of multiple perspectives in early synchronous groupware
products was motivated by the over-restrictiveness of
collaboration-transparent WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I
See) interfaces. Strict-WYSIWIS is a mode of operation whereby

suggests that the user’s views should be allowed to converge and
diverge depending on the application being used, the activities
being performed, and the degree of cooperation desired.
Smith’s approach to supporting subjective views is an access
matrix that describes a shared object’s range of possible
representations [15]. The orthogonal axes of this matrix define two
independent factors, appearances and modifiers. Appearances
describe the major geometric changes of representation of an
object, a room, or a space. Modifiers describe the set of operations
that may be applied to an appearance. In later work Smith
introduced the notion of the re-coupled view [16] as a way to
overcome the difficulty of maintaining a common frame of
reference and awareness when using purely subjective views.
A number of researchers have cited the potential benefits of
multiple perspectives to enhance learning [4][8]. Larkin and
Simon [8] suggest that differing representations induce distinct
cognitive processes and hence provide a better fit to individual
learning styles. Salzman, et al. [14] recently provided support for
this idea in a VR learning environment to teach electric field
concepts. In their study, high school students who interacted with
both an exocentric view and an endocentric view of an electrical
field exhibited a significantly higher level of mastery than students
who only interacted with one of these visualizations.
Hennessy [4] has shown that the use of multiple perspectives can
help constrain alternate and possibly incorrect interpretations of a
piece of knowledge. For example the orthographic and isometric
views in a CAD system contain degrees of freedom that are only
disambiguated when the views are interpreted together. On the
other-hand Ainsworth [1] indicates that multiple perspectives
hinder rather than enhance learning because of the cognitive load
imposed by having to simultaneously support the following tasks:
1. the learner must learn to understand each representation; 2.
they must understand the relationship between the representation
and the domain it is representing; 3. they must understand the
relationship between each representation.
These contradictory findings would suggest that multiple
perspectives help rather than hinder when the benefit of the
multiple perspectives is offset by the increase in the cognitive load
incurred in interpreting these perspectives. This cognitive load
may be lessened if the proper tools are provided to coordinate the
correspondences between the perspectives.

Figure 2. CAVE6D’s menu interface for the Chesapeake
Bay.

Table 1. Descriptions of graphical object tools in the
Chesapeake Bay data-set in CAVE6D
Topography

A solid or wire frame representation of
the landmasses.

Contour Salinity

This visualizes salinity levels as contour
lines. The magnitude of the salinity is
depicted as a number next to the contour
line.

Surface Horz Vec

This visualizes the velocity of the tide
along the surface of the bay. This is
interactively adjustable, allowing one to
inspect tidal velocities at varying depths
in the bay.

Bottom Horz Vec

Used in conjunction with Surface Horz
Vec one can view the tidal velocities at
both the deep and shallow regions of the
bay.

Vert North South

This visualizes the tidal velocities cross
sectional from North to South. This tool
can be moved along the east/west axis.

Vert East West

This visualizes the tidal velocities crosssectional from East to West. This tool can
be moved along the north/south axis.

Tracer Iso

This visualizes salinity levels as isosurfaces (3D contour diagrams). Red
represents higher salinity levels and blue
represents lower salinity levels.

3. CAVE6D
CAVE6D [23] is a CAVE-based collaborative application for
visualizing time-varying multivariate oceanographic data-sets. It
allows multiple users to visualize, discuss, and interact with a
data-set as well as with each other. Avatars that depict the users
are equipped with long pointing-rays that can be used to point at
features of interest in the data set. In this study we used a 15-day
tidal simulation of the Chesapeake Bay. Table 1 lists the

Figure 2 shows the CAVE6D menu interface for enabling and
disabling visualization parameters. The items on the left panel
depict the available visualization tools. The corresponding items
on the right panel allow users to toggle between global and local
settings. In this illustration, the surface horizontal vector field is
the only parameter that is being globally shared amongst all other
users in CAVE6D session. The black text highlighting the vertical
east west vectors indicates that the tool is interactively
manipulable and affecting only one’s view.
CAVE6D enforces no floor control in the manipulation of these
parameters. Time on the other-hand is globally shared and hence
participants view all time-varying data synchronously. The
original designers of CAVE6D enforced this as a way to provide a
common frame of reference for its collaborating users, to reduce
confusion when coordinating between potentially divergent views.

4. THE DESIGN STUDY
The study consisted of three pairs of computer science students
graduate students. To minimize individual differences we chose to
limit the study to computer science students who have already
considerable experience with virtual reality. Furthermore, as this
study would require students to work in pairs we tried to pair
students who already have an established working relationship
with one another. Most were familiar with the concept of CVE,
but none of them had prior experience with CAVE6D and the
Chesapeake Bay data-set. In the future we intend to apply a
refined version of this experiment to study real oceanographers or
students of oceanography.
As shown in Figure 3, each pair of participants collaborated with
each other in their respective CAVEs, and a third participant (the
instructor) would observe the proceedings on an ImmersaDesk.
All of them could speak to each other via a high quality audio
connection using headphones and microphones. An assistant was
assigned to each CAVE to correct any technical problems that
arose. One evaluator recorded the users’ answers to a number of
queries. A video camera recorded one workstation’s screen and all
conversations.

Figure 3. The instructor is observing on an ImmersaDesk
while the two participants are collaborating in their
respective CAVEs.

visualization tools (or parameters) available in CAVE6D.
Collaborating participants can switch any of these viewing
parameters on or off, globally (propagating their changes to
everyone) or locally (affecting only one’s own local view).

The users were organized into three treatment groups: those who
were allowed to use only localized (private) views; those who
were allowed to use only globally (fully) shared views; and those
who were allowed to use either view. The experiments ran for
three days with each group experiencing one session per day for
approximately one hour. The first day consisted of a training
session to introduce the groups to CAVE6D. The remaining days
consisted of guided search sessions where they were asked to
search for specific trends/patterns in the data set. On the second
day, groups were assigned to one of the three treatment
conditions. On the third day, they were assigned to the remainder
of the two treatment conditions. Each session was preceded by a
pre-test and succeeded by a debriefing questionnaire.

4.1 The Training Session
Each group experienced a 1-hour collaborative training session in
which each person in the pair was placed in their own respective
CAVE. The training session was given remotely by the instructor
on an ImmersaDesk. Each participant was able to see each other as
avatars with long pointing rays emanating from their hands so that
they could point at features in the visualization. In addition high
quality zero-latency audio mediated their conversations.
The training regime would consist firstly of a description of the
Chesapeake Bay geography identifying the location of individual
landmarks such as Baltimore, Virginia, the Atlantic Ocean, etc.
Then the instructor would run through each of the CAVE6D’s
visualization tools, describing their function in the Chesapeake
data set. For example there were tools to display ocean tide
vectors and tools to display iso-surface visualizations of salinity.
During the training session the images from each of the CAVEs
were composed using a video switcher (so that each CAVE’s
images appeared in one half of the video screen) and recorded onto
videotape accompanied by audio from all three participants.
Finally the instructor would familiarize the groups in the use of
global and local views. Participants then practiced manipulating
the visualization parameters until they felt comfortable with them.
The training session was followed by a debriefing, in which the
students gave us feedback on their experience.

4.2 The Guided Search Sessions
On the second day each group was asked to perform a set of
guided search tasks over a period of one hour. The goal of the
guided search tasks was to allow participants to focus on the
single task of using the tools to verify the existence (or absence) of
a specific trend in the data. The plan was to offer the more
difficult, unguided free-form search opportunity on the third day,
after they had gained some expertise in wielding the tools.
In the guided search task, the instructor would read one trend at a
time and ask the participants to use the tools to determine
whether the trend existed or not. A sample question would be
“How often does the cycle of the tide repeat itself?” Some of the
questions were intentionally ambiguous to encourage discourse
and hopefully coordination.
When the pair had agreed on an answer for the trend, the evaluator
would be called in to record it. The record would note the
visualization tools that were activated by each participant and the
tools that were considered the most important in revealing the
trend. After recording the answer, the instructor would move on to
the next question. If after a preset amount of time (10 minutes)
they were not able to agree on an answer to a trend they were
asked to move on to the next trend. Each group was given five
trend questions. At the beginning of each task the instructor would

reset each participant’s visualization tools to their original unactivated settings. The guided search task was followed by a
debriefing, as on Day 1.
On Day 3, we permute the condition amongst groups so that, for
example, formerly group with local views would be asked to
search for new trends using global views and then either views.
Because of time constraints we only allowed each guided search
session to last 30 minutes rather than the full hour, thus we asked
groups three questions for each session. In each case they were
allowed no more than ten minutes for each trend even if they were
not able to agree on an answer.

5. OBSERVATIONS
5.1 The Training Session
As described earlier, a remote instructor on an ImmersaDesk
trained two students, in their respective CAVEs. They were
instructed on basic Chesapeake Bay geography and how to
operate CAVE6D’s visualization tools. All participants in the
environment were represented as avatars composed of a head,
body, and single hand. The name of each user was displayed on
the “jerseys” of each avatar. The head and hand's position and
orientation were tracked with electromagnetic sensors. The body's
orientation was locked to the front wall of the CAVE and hence
altered when the user navigated through the space using a joystick.
Drawn at the end of each avatar's hand, is a long pointing ray to
allow the avatars to point at features in the visualization. Figure 4
illustrates two participants’ different perspectives.

5.1.1 Occlusion caused by Avatars
Avatars are useful in a CVE because it allows a participant to
indicate one’s location relative to a large space, and convey natural
gestures such as the nodding of ones head or waving of one’s hand.
The orientation of an avatar’s head is very useful for determining
where the avatar is looking. The pointer at the end of the avatar’s
hand is useful for pointing out interesting features to one’s
collaborators. In some cases however when two avatars are
attempting to share the same view the presence of the avatars can
occlude each other’s view. Furthermore it is disconcerting to users
when avatars interpenetrate one another. Collision detection can
be used to help mitigate this problem. However Tromp et al [22]
have found that collision detection in small enclosed spaces can
impair navigation, especially for novices to VR.

5.1.2 Multiple Viewpoints within One
Visualization
In previous work on desktop collaborative systems (such as text
editors) [13] users are able to simultaneously navigate and edit
different regions of a text document. The equivalent of this in
CVEs, is that avatars are able to navigate independently through
the virtual scene. Hence viewers are able to obtain multiple
viewpoints from a single representation. However, unlike

traditional CSCW systems the avatars are able to rotate around the
data and view it from any arbitrary orientation as in a real world
workspace [21]. Hindmarsh et al. [5] describe such views as
Fragmented views, i.e. features of the world are fragmented to
different perspectives due to the narrow field of view on desktop
CVEs, and have noted problems of losing group awareness.

5.1.3 The Need for a Shared Interface as well as
a Shared Visualization
During the course of instruction it became clear that it was
necessary, from time to time, to be able to share the view of the
menu as well as the visualization. This would allow the instructor
to confirm whether each student was using the correct
visualization settings. Furthermore, in the context of the general
use of CAVE6D, it would allow participants to be more aware of
each other’s actions. Since CAVE6D did not support this, when
users were using localized views, the instructor had to spend a
considerable amount of time confirming that each student had set
his/her visualization parameters correctly.

A’s View

Drawing from previous work by Gutwin [3], a solution might be
to provide an over-the-shoulder view to allow an instructor to
view the environment through each participant’s eyes, and to
provide a “radar” view to quickly identify which visualization
parameters were being viewed by each participant. In addition
Action indicators and process feedthrough could be used to
enhance group awareness by signaling or illustrating when
participants are performing actions.

B’s View

5.1.4 Misinterpretation of Gestures due to a
Mismatch between Coordinate Systems
Since CAVE6D is a fully immersive application each student is
immersed in the data. When, for example, they cruise through the
trenches in the Chesapeake Bay, their companions will see their
avatar perform likewise. That is, the participants and their
respective avatars navigate through the data in world coordinates.
However the menu interface was presented to each CAVE in local
coordinates. Hence, when activated, the menu would float in a
constant location in the physical CAVE. This is the typical
method of operation for most menu systems in VR. The problem
however is that even though the participants are operating the
menu in local coordinates, their avatars are represented to others in
world coordinates. Hence the avatars appear to be giving arm
gestures that may mislead the remote viewers into thinking that
they were gesturing at something in the world coordinate frame.
The solution might be to stop world coordinate updates of the
avatar when menus are being used, and use action indication via
audible prompts to provide feedback. Alternatively one could
situate menus in the world coordinate frame. This may be
impractical for large navigable spaces, as it would require users to
navigate to the menu in order to use it.

Figure 4. Tailored views for two different participants,
depicting that Topography, Vert East West, Vert North
South tools are globally shared between them. The Tracer
Iso-surface and Bottom Horz Vec tools are visualized only
in A’view only. Likewise, Surface Horz Vec tool in B’s
view only.

5.1.5 The Need for Sharing Intent as well as the
State of the Interface
It was observed that simply showing the state of the interface was
not sufficient since it did not offer the instructor any feedback on
which particular interface item the student was attempting to
operate. For example CAVE6D offers a tool for displaying a
cross-sectional view of the ocean vectors at any given slice in
either the North/South or East/West direction. When a slice is
moved, there is no indication of which user was doing the
manipulation, or which slice was being manipulated. And since the
arm gesture used to move the slice was represented in local
coordinates, the avatar appeared as though it were raising its arm
for no apparent reason. This problem was worsened by the fact

that each avatar’s pointing ray could not be toggled on and off
hence further amplifying the unintended hand gestures.

Here again is where Gutwin’s [3] suggestions for providing action
and process feedthrough indicators would be helpful.

5.2 The Guided Search Sessions

In strictly localized views participants engaged in lengthier
discussions to ensure that their visualizations were consistent. So
while a localized view typically favored independent work, the
additional discourse needed to synchronize views required
participants to increase coordination.

Overall we found that regardless of treatment condition,
collaborators largely worked independently except to converge on
their discoveries. The recurring pattern of activity was 1. problem
interpretation, 2. agreement on parameters to use, 3. independent
search for a trend including some adjustments to viewing
parameters, 4. reporting of discoveries to their partners, and 5.
negotiating a conclusion based on their combined discoveries.
Negotiation may require revisiting the site where the trend was
discovered to collectively confirm the discovery. This was
especially true when conflicting discoveries were found.

5.2.1 Patterns of Discourse
The participants tended to say few things when they were
searching intensely for their trends. The occasions for discourse
were 1. to agree on the tools to use, 2. to disambiguate situations
when CAVE6D was acting faultily, 3. to announce and debate
over a discovery, or 4. to resolve conflicts. When localized views
were used, groups spent more time talking to each other to
synchronize their views. False trends tended to introduce an added
degree of uncertainty and hence appeared to produce more conflict
and discussion.

5.2.2 Usage Patterns for Localized and Global
Views
As mentioned earlier, search patterns across groups tended to be
largely the same – the participants would work mostly
independently except to converge on their discoveries. They also
tended to work independently when they needed to search over a
large body of terrain. They would partition the terrain so that each
would search for a trend over a different part of it. Hence the
navigation provided multiple perspectives over a single
perspective.
When available, groups preferred to use a localized view to test
out small hypotheses individually without disturbing the overall
view. Then they would use a global view to present their findings
to their partner. The use of localized views was particularly
prevalent when users wanted to manipulate the visualizationssuch as the depth of the tidal vectors in the bay.
These transitions between individual and coordinated activity are
consistent with observations in the literature on workflow [17].
Groups that had to use only global views (similar to strict
WYSIWIS systems) ran into frequent problems of users toggling
the same viewing parameters at the same time and hence
accidentally undoing the viewing option. In addition participants
also complained about cases where their partner would
inadvertently change the visualization without forewarning them.

When groups were allowed to use either views at will, they tended
to work independently preferring to use localized views.
However, during the debriefing session, participants commented
that overall they preferred a global view, even though their
interaction history seemed to indicate more frequent use of
localized views.
There were situations where participants would disagree on their
conclusions. In such cases they attempted to prove the veracity of
their discovery by asking their partner to temporarily switch to
their viewpoint. This was clumsy in local-only interactions and
was easier in global and either view interactions. However as there
was no way to save previous viewing states they were hesitant to
make those viewing changes. This suggests that in order to
support multiple perspectives well there needs to be a means to
capture theses states for side-by-side comparison. Furthermore,
the recording of these states will allow a faithful recreation of the
visualization that is needed for future documentation of the
discovery or for long-term asynchronous collaboration.

5.2.3 Usage Patterns for the Visualization Tools
The strategy adopted by all groups was to turn on all tools that
seemed relevant to the task and then eliminate the unnecessary
ones gradually. The most favored tools depended on the viewer’s
point of view and their comfort with using the tool. In some cases
the most favored tool was the least efficient tool for answering the
query but also resulted in the users providing the most precise
answer. For example, in answering the query “What are the
differences in the salinity levels in the sea and in the bay in
general,” one group used the Contour Salinity tool while another
group used the Tracer Iso-surface tool (see Table 1.) As the
Contour Salinity tool depicted precise salinity levels with
numbers next to the contour lines, answers to the query took
longer to determine but was more thoroughly determined. On the
other-hand the Tracer Iso-surface revealed the trend very quickly
at the expense of precision.

5.2.4 Individual and Group Differences
Individual differences between participants played a noticeable
role in the nature of the collaboration and, in retrospect can be
considered a weakness of this experiment- in particular since the
subject pool was so small. The more dominant participant tended
to take control of the collaboration. In addition, it appeared that
more pro-active participants made greater use of localized views
to explore alternative solutions. In future pairings of participants
we will attempt to better match their personalities.

It appeared that more cooperative groups tended to work more
effectively by dividing the task amongst themselves, integrating
their thoughts and findings, and carefully re-examining
disagreements. In one case it was noted that partners who did not
adopt a cooperative problem solving strategy took significantly
longer to converge on an answer for the trend. The question that
resulted in this difficulty was “over what period does the tide
cycle?” Groups that distributed this problem so that one
participant viewed the system clock while the other viewed the
patterns of the tide were able to solve the problem quickly. The
group that did not adopt this strategy was not able to answer the
query in the allotted time because both of the members were
trying to watch the cycle of the tide and the clock at the same
time.

that provide the ability to manipulate multiple perspectives. In
future work we are interested in pursuing some of the following
research issues:
•

Investigate techniques for creating Action Indicators and
Process Feedthrough in CVEs.

•

Compare guided versus unguided search for trends. That is, in
unguided search, we would allow collaborators to attempt to
find discoveries on their own without any suggestion of
whether a trend existed or not. Our hypothesis is that
customized views will be used more frequently in unguided
searches than in guided searches. In some ways unguided
searches would more closely emulate the manner in which
scientists engage a data set for the first time. On the otherhand scientists are usually equipped with a deep knowledge
of the domain area to be able to know apriori what might be
of interest in the data set. So essentially both guided and
unguided search tasks could be considered valid emulations of
scientific discovery.

•

This study did not effectively explore how multiple
perspectives can enhance interpretation of multivariate data
with very high dimensionality. In such a case we anticipate
the value of customized views to be more prevalent as the
tailored perspectives are needed to reduce the clutter in the
visualization. Furthermore we anticipate a need to also
provide techniques to transition from one representation to
another.

•

It would be interesting to observe how the number of
participants will affect collaborative visualization with
multiple perspectives. This could be done in the original
context of multiple CAVEs (participants are distributed) or
with multiple participants in a single CAVE (participants are
co-located) where each wall of the CAVE projects a separate
visualization for each participant.

5.2.5 Learning of the domain material occurred
As a side effect of this study it was found that participants were
able to clearly and completely articulate each of the trends they
found during the debriefing session. This implies that the guided
search process may be useful as an instructional technique for new
users of the system.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Overall we found that collaborators mostly worked
independently, even in globally shared views. The recurring
pattern of activity was 1. problem interpretation; 2. agreement on
visualization tools to use; 3. independent search for a trend
including some adjustments to viewing parameters; 4. reporting of
discoveries to their partner, 5. negotiating a conclusion based on
their combined discoveries. Negotiation may require revisiting the
site where the trend was discovered to collectively confirm the
discovery. This process often requires each collaborator to share
their visualization parameters with the other participants. Hence
some ability to record the settings of those tools and restore them
could greatly assist the process. Participants will be able to take
snapshots of events of interest, saving all the visualization
parameters, and recall them to share with their collaborators.
As mentioned earlier, search patterns across groups tended to be
largely the same – the participants would work mostly
independently except to converge on their discoveries. Users
preferred to use localized views to test out small individual
hypotheses without disturbing the overall view while they were
searching, then used global views to present their findings to their
partner.
Over-the-shoulder views, radar views, action indicators and
process feedthrough mechanisms may be useful for improving
awareness in these environments especially when collaborators are
watching significantly diverging views.
This study has given us insight into how we might improve the
CAVE6D interface as a whole, as well as an experiential
understanding of how collaborators behave in CVE applications
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